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AICC Associates Get Valuable
Input From Member Box Makers
BY LEN PRAZYCH

Joe Morelli, Chairman of AICC’s Associate Members, has been working
with his executive committee on ways to address declining membership at AICC regional events. Member surveys have helped to bring
more interest and focus to the events, which was successfully demon-

The AICC Associates Meeting featured a discussion among member suppliers and box makers. From left, Greg Jones of SUN Automation Group, Tim
Connell of AG Stacker, Pat Szany of ACM, Matt Davis of Packaging Express,
Gary Brewer of Package Crafters, and Finn MacDonald of Independent II.

strated at the Associates Meeting at AICC’s 2022 Spring Meeting at
the JW Marriott Desert Springs Resort & Spa on Wednesday, April 6.
More than 675 members attended the meeting and more than 100
attended the Associates Meeting that was perhaps the most informative and relevant ever conducted.
Morelli moderated a “round table” of three suppliers – Greg Jones
of SUN Automation Group, Tim Connell of AG Stacker and Pat Szany of
ACM – and three box makers – Matt Davis of Packaging Express, Gary
Brewer of Package Crafters and Finn MacDonald of Independent II –
with questions whose answers would bring value to Associate Members when calling on their box maker clients:
Morelli: Keynote speaker Mark Allen Roberts talked about how the
pandemic would forever change the way sales process happens. As
we’ve been coming out of the pandemic, has it altered the way you
deal with your suppliers?
CONTINUED ON PAGE 24

WestRock To Close Mill
In Panama City, Florida
Norcross, Georgia based WestRock has announced that it will permanently end operations at its mill in Panama City, Florida. The
mill employs approximately 450 and produces about 645,000 tons of containerboard, primarily heavyweight kraft, a year. Work at the
mill is expected to end by June 6, 2022.
The company will switch the manufacturing of select grades of containerboard currently produced at the mill to its other facilities. Following the closure, West Rock will
provide employees with severance and outplacement assistance in line with its policy
and labor union agreements.
“A decision to close a facility and impact
the lives of our employees is never easy to
make,” said WestRock CEO David Sewell. “As
we implement our plans to close the Panama
City mill, we do so with great appreciation for
the many contributions of the team there. We
are committed to assisting our Panama City
team with exploring roles at other WestRock
locations and outplacement assistance.”
The decision to close the mill is part of
WestRock’s efforts to maximize returns on its
capital and increase its assets’ performance.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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Brewer: We’re back to normal, I like that we’re back to
face-to-face meetings. It’s what we all like and what we all
want. It’s what I want.
MacDonald: It’s not what we’re doing as far as letting folks
into our plant, it’s what we’re doing inside as far as getting
groups together for training, trying to do working lunches
and trying to get ahead of problems rather than reacting to
them. Internally, as we open the doors to our employees it
helps open the doors to our suppliers, as well.
Morelli: One of the statistics that Roberts mentioned was
that 70 percent of business-to-business buyers are comfortable purchasing up to $50,000 worth of product without ever meeting the supplier. Is that something that applies to you?
Davis: Yes, I think that applies but it depends on the product or the piece of equipment that I’d want to be familiar
with, like a bander or similar piece of machinery
Brewer: Yes, as long as you have a good “out” and good
expectations of what the product is and how it will perform. I recently made a purchase of more than $75,000
without meeting the folks.
MacDonald: Certainly if we know the supplier or know of
them, they have a better shot of making a sale without
ever seeing them. Carte blanche is still not something that
we’re comfortable with.

Morelli: We have a very experienced industry but we’re
noticing that a lot of purchasing agents are of a younger
generation or they’re Millennials. Do you have any tips as
to how we may have to adapt to a younger buyer?
MacDonald: It’s a mix of experienced gatekeepers versus
newer entry level buyers. You still have a gatekeeper who
will begin by telling you how long they’ve been in the in-

AICC Associates Chairman Joe Morelli of Huston Patterson.

dustry. Usually they’re blocking a lot of good information
from even getting into the company. So you’ve go to get
around the gatekeeper to get to all the “hungry fish.” I’m
willing to help, but they’ve got to find a way to figure out
the challenge.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 26

1 Hour, Low Cost Saturn IDT terminal upgrade
Over 80+
already
installed !

Actual IDT upgrade installion photo to Saturn that also had a IMC Pacesetter upgrade

Langston uses an IDT terminal for operator interface to the Saturn’s
PLC5 control. This design is more than 20 years old, the replacement
cost is high and it’s still an obsolete device design . IMC’s FlexoView is
a low cost upgrade based on a reliable modern PC based HMI design.

aInstall by your plant personnel in about 1 hour
aNo learning curve - FlexoView is a direct replacement
aMore reliable design - lowest maintenance cost
aLowest price Langston set-up control upgrade
aMost Experience - set-up controls are ALL we do

Call for a free upgrade quote
and user reference list...

#1 in set-up control
system replacement retrofits

423 Commerce Lane - Unit 6 | West Berlin, New Jersey 08091 | Tel. (800) 462-8660 | www.imcbox.com | cschipke@imcbox.com
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is a recognized leader in the industry of
Pneumatic Conveying Systems and has been in
business since 1968. As an equipment manufacturer
rather than simply a sales organization, we have
complete control over the quality of material and
products which make up your proposed system.
Our equipment is found in Printing, Folding Carton and
Corrugated plants throughout the country and the world.

ONLINE

AIR CONVEYING CORPORATION

AIR CONVEYING CORPORATION

PH: 901-454-5016 FAX: 901-324-7979
e-mail: sales@accfilter.com • www.accfilter.com
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Morelli: Most box makers feel that post-pandemic, they
could be a lot more efficient with their time if they’re not
dealing with suppliers day in and day out. How much of
that do you think is still true or do you think “old school”
relationships are going to be around forever?
Davis: I think those relationships are going to be around
for a long time. And to your earlier question, spending
$70,000 without seeing our supplier might be our threshold but any bigger, we want to have a relationship. During
the pandemic, we never missed a shift. We’re used to going into the office and it’s still business as usual. That’s how
we’re making decisions. We still want to see our suppliers.
Morelli: So aside from having a great product, what makes
a great supplier?
MacDonald: A lot of the relationships I’ve developed were
built over dinners and the exchange of information. We
have people in plant who weren’t in those positions three
years ago. We’re open to opportunities for new relationships but we have a deperate need for knowledge and we
need that information to be brought to us in a way that’s
accessible. Don’t tell me how much you know; help somebody who knows nothing learn something. Take that first
step. If you can do that, then you’ll be able to crawl and
then run with us pretty successfully.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28

SPECIALTY FOLDER GLUERS
• OPERATOR TRAINING
• REBUILDS & RELOCATIONS
• RECONDITIONING in Kenosha
• PARTS & MACHINE REVIEWS
• GUARANTEED IMPROVEMENT

TOROSIAN TECH SERVICES INC.
Training and Reconditioning Center
930 Tenth Street • Racine, WI 53403
(800) 555-5876 (U.S. only)
Phone: (262) 633-5133 • Fax: (262) 633-5176
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Brewer: Educate me. We see different methods and practices from suppliers in several different industries. You
[suppliers] are in all different types of plants and you see
everything, so when you come into my plant, educate me
on something you’ve seen somewhere else. And it may
not be related to the product you’re selling. I want to work
smarter, not harder, so help me and educate me and in
turn we can grow our relationship with you.
Morelli: During your onboarding process, do you lean on
your suppliers to get new employees up to speed more
quickly or is it something you handle internally?
Brewer: I would encourage suppliers to help us get our
new people up to speed because this will form a deeper connection with me. If you’re a “needs supplier,” you’ll
help a new operator understand what the machine does
and get him up to speed more quickly and how to make
the machine perform properly. Bring your knowledge and
experience to help take that burden off me. I’ll appreciate
that.
MacDonald: I would agree. The sale doesn’t stop after you
get the P.O. Help us establish best practices. We need that
help all the way through. Come back six months after the
sale and do an audit. Put a process in place that helps us
catch any inefficiencies that may be happening. These are
the kinds of things we really appreciate.

Morelli: One of the questions I had when I was a young
rep in the industry was “How do I get to you?” Is AICC a
good platform for one of our supplier members to put a
“hard sell” on you or is it more of simply introducing themselves and getting to know you first?
MacDonald: It’s tough, but getting to me is very different
than getting to my plant manager or my design manager,
my sheet buyer or my maintenance manager. One thing I
would suggest is to use your network. Chances are that if
five of you [suppliers] want to get to me, chances are that
one of you is getting to me. Use your network to try to see
who’s trying to reach me. It’s a great way of helping each
other out. I think you are already doing a good job of that.
Davis: For all the newer AICC members, I would encourage you to come to the meetings. I know some associates
skip some of the meetings because they may be boring or
not informative, but you also need to know that box makers are there. You need to keep coming to the meetings
because that’s the way you get to know people.
MacDonald: I stlll dedicate a good amount of my time to
“old media” and our publications but I’m also extremely
bullish and optimistic about our “new media” and a new
channel that the Association is working on. I go through
those print publications a page at a time -- usually at home
and during down time -- but we’re also seeing our people
at the plant on their phones looking for information, like
how to set a machine up or to see how something runs.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 30

MODEL EM LABEL LAMINATOR
Designed to be Efficient and Versatile
YOUR PARTNER OF CHOICE
An economical labeler, the
Model EM's design offers
the opportunity to employ
the electrostatic method
technology for fast, easy set
ups in labeling over a wide
range of board and label sizes.

WWW.INSPIREAUTOMATION.COM │ INFO@INSPIREAUTOMATION.COM │ 715.341.6501
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For the latest, up-to-the minute news in the
Flexo Industry — acquisitions, installations,
market trends, personnel changes — visit
FlexoMarketNews.com EVERY day.
On your laptop or mobile device.
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Jones: In my experience, AICC regional meetings and regional summits are a great way for new members to meet
box makers and other suppliers.
Brewer: Here’s a suggestion that most bankers are very
effective with: Call us after five. Because we’re there.
Morelli: Talking about machinery, considering today’s
business conditions and the climate we’re in, how are you
projecting down the road about the machinery you may
invest in?
Brewer: I don’t buy a machine and build a book of business around it. I build a book of business and then buy the
machinery to support it. I’m not looking two years down
the road. In the meantime, I might find a partner to help fill
a need until I actually purchase the machine.
Morelli: Tim, you’re now booking 30 percent of your 2023
budget. How are you managing that?
Connell: It’s been a great advantage to us as a smaller
company but the communication and the flexibility has
been what’s really helped us through the long lead times.
We’re here in the U.S. and a lot of machines are coming
from overseas so the delays are on their side, not our side.
It’s been very challenging.
Morelli: Finn, you’re building a brand new facility and putting in new equipment. What are your thoughts?
MacDonald: Time has allowed us to get ahead of the
tightness we’re in. There’s an opportunity for a lot of different folks to be a part of this new growth. We have partners out there who will come to me with options and it’s
very refreshing to be able to have that. If you can do that,
you’ll be “in the mix” for a long time.
Morelli: With everything going on in the world today, and
especially during the last several weeks, if there any hesitancy given the risk level we may be living in right now?
Davis: A little bit, to be sure, but the encouraging part is
that we’re blessed to be in this industry. It’s been great
during the pandemic and that habits have changed; people are ordering things online. The economists that spoke
here at the AICC meeting encouraged us to buy equipment so that reinforces what we’re doing and gives us
confidence that the industry is strong and will continue to
be despite inflation and uncertain times ahead.
Brewer: Hesitancy is not on the table. Our industry is doing well. We have our challenges, but we need to press
forward, make decisions and keep pressing.
MacDonald: The world’s going to slow down and people
are going to want much more of the same and much less
of what’s different and that’s part of what we do.

www.FlexoMarketNews.com
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Morelli: Gentlemen, thank you for bringing something a
little bit different to this meeting. Hopefully it has brought
some value to everyone in the room. Thank you!
www.boardconvertingnews.com

